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Abstract
The hypothesis of simulation semantics suggests that
people think and reason about language utterances visually.
It formally states that processing words and sentences leads
to perceptual and motor simulations of explicitly and im-
plicitly mentioned aspects of linguistic content. This work
proposes a computational model of simulation semantics
that associates language utterances to 3D visual abstrac-
tions of the scene they describe. The 3D visual abstractions
are encoded as a 3-dimensional visual feature maps. We in-
fer such 3D visual scene feature maps from RGB images of
the scene via view prediction: the generated 3D scene fea-
ture map when neurally projected from a camera viewpoint
it should match the corresponding RGB image. The mod-
els we propose have two functionalities: i) conditioned on
the dependency tree of an utterance, they generate the re-
lated visual 3D feature map and reason about its plausibil-
ity (without access to any visual input), and ii) conditioned
on the dependency tree of a referential expression and a
related image they localize object referents in the 3D fea-
ture map inferred from the image. We empirically show our
model outperforms by a large margin models of language
and vision that associate language with 2D CNN activa-
tions or 2D images in a variety of tasks, such as, classifying
plausibility of utterances by spatially reasoning over possi-
ble and impossible object configurations, 3D object referen-
tial detection, inferring desired scene transformations given
language instructions, and providing rewards for trajectory
optimization of corresponding policies. We attribute the im-
proved performance of our model to its improved general-
ization across camera viewpoints and reasoning of possi-
ble object arrangements, benefits of its 3D visual grounding
space, in place of view-dependent images and CNN image
features.
∗Equal contribution
†Work done while in Carnegie Mellon University.
1. Introduction
Consider the utterance “the tomato is to the left of the
pot”. Humans can answer numerous questions about the
situation described, as well as reason through alternatives,
such as, “is the pot larger than the tomato?”, “can we move
to a viewpoint from which the tomato is completely hidden
behind the pot?”, “can we have an object that is both to
the left of the tomato and to the right of the pot?” , and
so on. How can we learn computational models that would
permit a machine to carry out similar types of reasoning
that humans are capable of? One possibility if to treat the
task as text comprehension Weston et al. (2014); Hermann
et al. (2015); Kadlec et al. (2016); Dhingra et al. (2016) and
train machine learning models using supervision from utter-
ances accompanied with question / answer pairs. However,
information needed for answering the questions is not con-
tained in the utterance itself; training a model to carry out
predictions in absence of the relevant information would
lead to overfitting. Associating utterances with RGB im-
ages that depict the scene described in the utterance, and
using both images and utterances for answering questions
provides more world context and has been shown to be help-
ful. Consider though that information about object size, ob-
ject extent, occlusion relationships, free space and so on,
are only indirectly present in an RGB image, while they
are readily available given a 3D representation of the scene
the image depicts. Though it would take many training ex-
amples to learn whether a spoon can be placed in between
the tomato and the pot on the table, in 3D such experiment
can be mentally carried out easily, simply by considering
whether the 3D model of the spoon can fit in the free space
between the tomato and the pot. Humans are experts in in-
verting camera projection and inferring an approximate 3D
scene given an RGB image Olshausen (2013). This paper
similarly builds upon inverse graphics neural architectures
for providing the 3D visual representations to associate lan-
guage, with the hope to inject spatial reasoning capabilities
into architectures for language understanding.
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Figure 1: Embodied language grounding with implicit 3D visual feature representations. Our model associates utter-
ances with 3D scene feature representations. We map RGB images to 3D scene feature representations and 3D object boxes
of the objects present building upon the method of Tung et al. Tung et al. (2019) (column 1). We map an utterance and its
dependency tree to object-centric 3D feature maps and cross-object relative 3D offsets using stochastic generative networks
(column 2). We map a referential expression to the 3D box of the object referent (column 3). Last, given a placement instruc-
tion, we 3D localize the referents in the scene and infer the 3D desired location for the object to be manipulated (column 4).
We use predicted location to supply rewards for trajectory optimization of placement policies.
We propose associating language utterances to space-
aware 3D visual feature representations of the scene
they describe. We infer such 3D scene representations
from RGB images of the scene. Though inferring 3D scene
representations from RGB images, a.k.a. inverse graphics
is known to be a difficult problem Kulkarni et al. (2015);
Romaszko et al. (2017); Tung et al. (2017), we build upon
recent advances in computer vision Tung et al. (2019) that
consider inferring from images a learnable 3D scene feature
representation in place of explicit 3D representations such
as meshes, pointclouds or binary voxel occupancies pursued
in previous inverse graphics research Kulkarni et al. (2015);
Romaszko et al. (2017); Tung et al. (2017). Such learnable
3D scene feature map emerges in a self-supervised man-
ner by optimizing for view prediction in neural architectures
with geometry-aware 3D representation bottlenecks, as de-
scribed in previous work of Tung et al. Tung et al. (2019).
After training, these architectures learn to map RGB video
streams or single RGB images to complete 3D feature maps
of the scene they depict, inpainting by imagination occluded
or missing details of the 2D image input. The contribution
of our work is to use such 3D feature representations for
language understanding and spatial reasoning. We train
modular generative networks that condition on the depen-
dency tree of the utterance and predict a 3D feature map of
the scene the utterance describes. They do so by predicting
appearance and relative 3D location of objects, and updat-
ing a 3D feature workspace, as shown in Figure 1, 2nd col-
umn. We further train modular discriminative networks that
condition on a referential expression and detect the object
referred to in the 3D feature map of the input RGB image,
by scoring object appearances and cross-object spatial ar-
rangements, respectively, as shown in Figure 1, 3rd column.
We call our model embodied since training the 2D image to
3D feature mapping requires supervision from a mobile—
or more generally embodied—agent that moves around in
the 3D world, collects (posed) images and learns to predict
visual results of its motion.
We demonstrate the benefits of associating language to
3D visual feature scene representations in three basic lan-
guage understanding tasks:
(1) Affordability reasoning Our model can classify af-
fordable (plausible) and unaffordable (implausible) spatial
expressions. For example, “A to the left of B, B to the left of
C, C to the right of A” describes a plausible configuration,
while “A to the left of B, B to the left of C, C to the left of A”
describes a non-plausible scene configuration, where A, B,
C any object mentions. Our model reasons about plausibil-
ity of object arrangements in the inferred 3D feature map,
where free space and object 3D intersection can easily be
learnt/evaluated, as opposed to 2D image space.
(2) Referential expression detection Given a referential
spatial expression, e.g., “the blue sphere behind the yellow
cube”, and an RGB image, our model outputs the 3D object
bounding box of the referent in the inferred 3D feature map,
as shown in Figure 1 3rd column. Our 3D referential detec-
tor generalizes across camera viewpoints better than exist-
ing state-of-the-art 2D referential detectors Hu et al. (2016)
thanks to the view invariant 3D feature representation.
(3) Instruction following Given an object placement in-
struction, e.g., “put the cube behind the book”, our refer-
ential 3D object detector identifies the object to be manip-
ulated and our generative network predicts its desired 3D
goal location, as shown in Figure 1 4rth column. We use
such 3D goal location in trajectory optimization of object
placement policies. We show our model successfully exe-
cutes natural language instructions.
In each task we compare against existing state-of-the-
art models: the language-to-2D image generation model of
Deng et al. (2018) and the 2D referential object detector
of Hu et al. (2016), which we adapt to have same input as
our model. Our model outperforms the baselines by a large
margin in each of the three tasks. We further show strong
generalization of natural language learnt concepts from the
simulation to the real world thanks to the what-where de-
composition employed in our generative and detection net-
works, where spatial expression detectors only use 3D spa-
tial information, as opposed to object appearance and gen-
eralize to drastically different looking scenes without any
further annotations. Our model’s improved performance
is attributed to i) its improved generalization across cam-
era placements thanks to the viewpoint invariant 3D feature
representations, ii) its improved performance on free-space
inference and plausible object placement in 3D over 2D.
Many physical properties can be trivially evaluated in 3D
while they need to be learned by a large number of train-
ing examples in 2D with questionable generalization across
camera viewpoints. 3D object intersection is one such im-
portant property, very useful for spatial reasoning of plau-
sible object arrangements. Our datasets and code will be
made publicly available upon publication to facilitate repro-
ducibility of our work.
2. Related Work
Learning and representing common sense world knowl-
edge for language understanding is a major open research
question. Researchers have considered grounding natu-
ral language on visual cues as a means of injecting visual
common sense to natural language understanding Rohrbach
et al. (2013); Fang et al. (2015); Rohrbach et al. (2013);
Fang et al. (2015); Antol et al. (2015); Devlin et al. (2015);
Andreas et al. (2016); Rohrbach et al. (2012, 2017, 2015);
Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015); Yang et al. (2015); Donahue
et al. (2015); Deng et al. (2018). For example visual ques-
tion answering is a task that has attracted a lot of attention
and whose performance has been steadily improving over
the years Shah et al. (2019). Yet, there is vast knowledge
regarding basic physics and mechanics that current vision
and language models miss, as explained in Vedantam et al.
(2015). For example, existing models cannot infer whether
“the mug inside the pen” or “the pen inside the mug” is
more plausible, whether “A in front of B, B in front of C,
C in front of A” is realisable, whether the mug continues
to exist if the camera changes viewpoint, and so on. It is
further unclear what supervision is necessary for such rea-
soning ability to emerge in current model architectures.
3. Language grounding on 3D visual feature
representations
We consider a dataset of 3D static scenes annotated with
corresponding language descriptions and their dependency
trees, as well as a reference camera viewpoint. We fur-
ther assume access at training time to 3D object bound-
ing boxes and correspondences between 3D object boxes
and noun phrases in the language dependency trees. The
language utterances we use describe object spatial arrange-
ments and are programmatically generated, same as their
dependency trees, using the method described in Johnson
et al. (2016). We infer 3D feature maps of the world scenes
from RGB images using Geometry-aware Recurrent Neu-
ral Nets (GRNNs) of Tung et al. Tung et al. (2019), which
we describe for completeness in Section 3.1. GRNNs learn
to map 2D image streams to 3D visual feature maps while
optimizing for view prediction, without any language su-
pervision. In Section 3.2, we describe our proposed gen-
erative networks that condition on the dependency tree of
a language utterance and generate an object-factorized 3D
feature map of the scene the utterance depicts. In Section
3.3, we describe discriminative networks that condition on
the dependency tree of a language utterance and the inferred
3D feature map from the RGB image and localize in 3D the
object being referred to. In Section 3.4, we show how our
generative and discriminative networks of Sections 3.2,3.3
can be used for following object placement instructions.
3.1. Inverse graphics with Geometry-aware Recur-
rent Neural Nets (GRNNs)
GRNNs learn to map an RGB or RGB-D (RGB and
depth) image or image sequence that depicts a static 3D
world scene to a 3D feature map of the scene in an end-
to-end differentiable manner while optimizing for view pre-
diction: the inferred 3D feature maps, when projected
from designated camera viewpoints, are neurally decoded
to 2D RGB images and the weights of the neural archi-
tecture are trained to minimize RGB distance of the pre-
dicted image from the corresponding ground-truth RGB im-
age view. We will denote the inferred 3D feature map as
M ∈ RW×H×D×C—where W,H,D,C stand for width,
height, depth and number of feature channels, respectively.
Every (x, y, z) grid location in the 3D feature map M holds
1-dimensional feature vector that describes the semantic
and geometric properties of a corresponding 3D physical lo-
cation in the 3D world scene. The map is updated with each
new video frame while estimating and cancelling camera
motion, so that information from 2D pixels that correspond
to the same 3D physical point end-up nearby in the map. At
training time, we assume a mobile agent that moves around
in a 3D world scene and sees it from multiple camera view-
points, in order to provide “labels” for view prediction to
GRNNs. Upon training, GRNNs can map an RGB or RGB-
D image sequence or single image to a complete 3D feature
map of the scene it depicts, i.e., it learns to imagine the
missing or occluded information; we denote this 2D-to-3D
mapping as M = GRNN(I) for an input RGB image I .
3D object proposals. Given images with annotated 3D
object boxes, work of Tung et al. Tung et al. (2019) trained
GRNNs for 3D object detection by learning a neural mod-
ule that takes as input the 3D feature map M inferred from
the input image and outputs 3D bounding boxes and binary
3D voxel occupancies (3D segmentations) for the objects
present in the map. Their work essentially adapted the state-
of-the-art 2D object detector Mask-RCNN He et al. (2017)
to have 3D input and output instead of 2D. We use the same
architecture for our category-agnostic 3D region proposal
network (3D RPN) in Section 3.3. For further details on
GRNNs, please read Tung et al. (2019).
3.2. Language-conditioned 3D visual imagination
We train generative networks to map language utterances
to 3D feature maps of the scene they describe. They do so
using a compositional generation process that conditions on
the dependency tree of the utterance (assumed given) and
generates one object at a time, predicting its appearance and
location using two separate stochastic neural modules, what
and where, as shown in Figure 2.
The what generation module GA(p, z;φ) is an stochastic
generative network of object-centric appearance that given
a noun phrase p learns to map the word embeddings of each
adjective and noun and a random vector of sampled Gaus-
sian noise z ∈ R50 ∼ N (0, I) to a corresponding fixed
size 3D feature tensor Mˆ
o ∈ Rw×h×d×c and a size vec-
tor so ∈ R3 that describes the width, height, and depth for
the tensor. We resize the 3D feature tensor Mˆ
o
to have the
predicted size so and obtain Mo = Resize(Mˆ
o
, so). We
use a gated mixture of experts Shazeer et al. (2017) layer—
a gated version of point-wise multiplication—to aggregate
outputs from different adjectives and nouns, as shown in
Figure 2.
The where generation module GS(s, z, ψ) is a stochas-
tic generative network of cross-object 3D offsets that learns
to map the one-hot encoding of a spatial expression s, e.g.,
“in front of”, and a random vector of sampled Gaussian
noise z ∈ R50 ∼ N (0, I) to a relative 3D spatial offset
dX(i,j) = (dX, dY, dZ) ∈ R3 between the corresponding
objects. Let boi denote the 3D spatial coordinates of the cor-
ners of a generated object.
Our complete generative network conditions on the de-
pendency parse tree of the utterance and adds one 3D ob-
ject tensor Moi , i = 1...K at a time to a 3-dimensional fea-
ture canvas according to their predicted 3D locations, where
K is the number of noun phrases in the dependency tree:
Mg =
∑K
i=1DRAW(M
o
i ,X
o
i ), where DRAW denotes the
operation of adding a 3D feature tensor to a 3D location.
The 3D location X1 of the first object is chosen arbitrar-
ily, and the locations of the rest of the object is based the
predicted cross-object offsets: Xo2 = X
o
1 + dX
(2,1). If
two added objects intersect in 3D, i.e., the intersection over
union of the 3D object bounding boxes is above a cross-
validated threshold of 0.1, IoU(boi , b
o
j) > 0.1, we re-sample
object locations until we find a scene configuration where
objects do not 3D intersect, or until we reach a maximum
number of samples—in which case we infer the utterance
is impossible to realize. By exploiting the constraint of non
3D intersection in the 3D feature space, our model can both
generalize to longer parse trees than those seen at train-
ing time—by re-sampling until all spatial constraints are
satisfied—as well as infer plausibility of utterances, as we
validate empirically in Section 4.2. In 3D, non-physically
plausible object intersection is easy to delineate from phys-
ically plausible object occlusion, something that is not easy
to infer with 2D object coordinates, as we show empiri-
cally in Section 4.2, or at least you would need a much
much larger number of annotated training examples to do
so. Given the 3D coordinates of two 3D bounding boxes
3D intersection over union is easy to learn with a classifier,
but we simply use thresholding of the computed 3D inter-
section over union.
We train our stochastic generative networks using condi-
tional variational autoencoders. We detail the correspond-
ing inference networks in Section 1 of the supplementary
file due to lack of space.
3.3. Detecting referential expressions in 3D
We train discriminative networks to map spatial referen-
tial expressions, e.g., “the blue cube to the right of the yel-
low sphere behind the green cylinder” and related RGB im-
ages, to the 3D bounding box of the objects the expressions
refer to. They do so using a compositional detection process
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Figure 2: Mapping language utterances to object-centric
appearance tensors and cross-object 3D spatial offsets
using conditional what-where generative networks.
that conditions on the dependency tree of the referential ex-
pression (assumed given) and predicts a 3D appearance de-
tector template for each noun phrase, used to compute an
object appearance score, and 3D spatial classifier for each
spatial expression, used to compute a spatial compatibility
score, as we detail below. Such compositional structure of
our detector is necessary to handle referential expressions
of arbitrary length. Our detector is comprised of a what de-
tection module and a where detection module, as shown in
Figure 3. The what module DA(p; ξ) is a neural network
that given a noun phrase p learns to map the word embed-
dings of each adjective and noun to a corresponding fixed-
size 3D feature tensor f = DA(p; ξ) ∈ Rw×h×d×c, we used
w = h = d = 16 and c = 32. Our what detection module is
essentially a deterministic alternative of the what generative
stochastic network of Section 3.2. The object appearance
score is obtained by computing inner-product between the
detection template DA(p; ξ) and the cropped object 3D fea-
ture map CropAndResize(M, bo), where M = GRNN(I)
and bo the 3D box of the object. We feed the output of the
inner product to a sigmoid activation layer.
The where detection module DS(s, bo1, b
o
2;ω) takes as in-
put the 3D box coordinates of the hypothesized pair of ob-
jects under consideration, and the one-hot encoding of the
spatial utterance s (e.g., “in front of”, “behind”), and pre-
dicts a score whether the two-object configuration matches
the spatial expression.
We train both the what and where detection modules in a
supervised way. During training, we use ground-truth asso-
ciations of noun phrases p to 3D object boxes in the image
for positive examples, and random crops or other objects as
negative examples. For cropping, we use ground-truth 3D
object boxes at training time and detected 3D object box
proposals from the 3D region proposal network (RPN) of
Section 3.1 at test time. We use positive examples from
our training set and negative examples from competing ex-
pressions as well as synthetic 3D object boxes in random
locations.
Having trained our what and where detector modules,
and given the dependency parse tree of an utterance and
a set of bottom up 3D object proposals, we exhaustively
search over assignments of noun phrases to detected 3D ob-
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Figure 3: 3D referential object detection. We exhaustively
score all possible assignments of noun phrases to detected
3D bounding boxes. Each assignment is scored based on
unary appearance scores and pairwise spatial scores, as de-
scribed in the text.
jects in the scene. We only keep noun phrase to 3D box
assignments if their unary matching score is above a cross-
validated threshold of 0.4. Then, we simply pick the assign-
ment of noun phrases to 3D boxes with the highest prod-
uct of unary and pairwise scores. Our 3D referential de-
tector resembles previous 2D referential detectors Hu et al.
(2016); Cirik et al. (2018), but operates in 3D appearance
features and spatial arrangements, instead of 2D.
3.4. Instruction following
Humans use natural language to program fellow humans
e.g., “please, put the orange inside the wooden bowl”. We
would like to be able to program robotic agents in a similar
manner. Most current policy learning methods use manu-
ally coded reward functions in simulation or instrumented
environments to train policies, as opposed to visual detec-
tors of natural language expressions Tung and Fragkiadaki
(2018). If visual detectors of “orange inside the wooden
basket” were available, we would use them to automatically
monitor an agent’s progress towards achieving the desired
goal and supply rewards accordingly, as opposed to hard-
coding them in the environment.
We use the language-conditioned generative and detec-
tion models proposed in Section 3.2,3.3 to obtain a reliable
perceptual reward detector for object placement instructions
with the following steps, as shown in Figure 1 4rth column:
(1) We localize in 3D all objects mentioned in the instruc-
tion using the aforementioned 3D referential detectors. (2)
We predict the desired 3D goal location for the object to be
manipulated xogoal using our stochastic spatial arrangement
generative network GS(s, z;ψ)). (3) We compute per time
step costs being proportional to the Euclidean distance of
the current 3D location of the object xot and end-effector 3D
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location xet assumed known from forward dynamics, and
the desired 3D goal object location xogoal and end-effector
3D location xegoal: Ct = ‖xt−xgoal‖22, where xt = [xot ;xet ]
is the concatenation of object and end-effector state at time
step t and xgoal = [xogoal;x
e
goal]. We formulate this as a re-
inforcement learning problem, where at each time step the
cost is given by ct = ‖xt − xgoal‖2. We use i-LQR (it-
erative Linear Quadratic Regulator) Tassa et al. (2014) to
minimize the cost function
∑T
t=1 Ct. I-LQR learns a time-
dependent policy pit(u|x; θ) = N (Ktxt + kt,Σt), where
the time-dependent control gains are learned by model-
based updates, where the dynamical model p(xt|,xt−1,ut)
of the a priori unknown dynamics is learned during training
time. The actions u are defined as the changes in the robot
end-effector’s 3D position and orientation about the vertical
axis, giving a 4-dimensional action space.
We show in Section 4.4 that our method successfully
trains multiple language-conditioned policies. In compar-
ison, 2D desired goal locations generated by 2D baselines
Tung and Fragkiadaki (2018) often fail to do so.
4. Experiments
We test the proposed language grounding model in the
following tasks: (i) Generating scenes based on language
utterances (ii) classifying utterances based on whether they
describe possible or impossible scenes, (iii) detecting spa-
tial referential expressions, and, (iv) following object place-
ment instructions. We consider two datasets: (i) The
CLEVR dataset of Johnson et al. Johnson et al. (2016)
that contains 3D scenes annotated with natural language de-
scriptions, their dependency parse trees, and the object 3D
bounding boxes. The dataset contains Blender generated
3D scenes with geometric objects (Figure 1). Each object
can take a number of colors, materials, shapes and sizes.
Each scene is accompanied with a description of the object
spatial arrangements, as well as its parse tree. Each scene is
rendered from 12 azimuths and 4 elevation angles, namely,
{20o, 40o, 60o, 12o}. We train GRNNs for view prediction
using the RGB image views in the training sets. The anno-
tated 3D bounding boxes are used to train our 3D object de-
tector. We generate 800 scenes for training, and 400 for test-
ing. The language is generated randomly with a restriction
to have maximum 2 objects for the training scenes. (ii) A
veggie arrangement dataset we collected in the real world.
We built a camera dome comprised of 8 cameras placed in
a hemisphere above a table surface. We move vegetables
around and collect multiview images. We automatically an-
notate the scene with 3D object boxes by doing 3D point-
cloud subtraction at training time, we use the obtained 3D
boxes to train our 3D object detector. At test time, objects
are detected from a single view using our trained 3D de-
tector. We further provide category labels for the vegetable
present in single object scenes to facilitate association of
labels to object 3D bounding boxes. More elaborate multi-
ple instance learning techniques could be used to handle the
general case of weakly annotated multi-object scenes Mao
et al. (2019). We leave this for future work. We show ex-
tensive qualitative results in the veggie arrangement dataset
as a proof that our model can effectively generalize to real
world data if allowed multiview embodied supervision and
weak category object labels.
4.1. Language conditioned scene generation
We show language-conditioned generated scenes for our
model and the baseline model of Deng et al. Deng et al.
(2018) in Figure 4 for utterances longer than those encoun-
tered at training time. The model of Deng et al. Deng et al.
(2018) that generates a 2D RGB image directly (without an
intermediate 3D representation) conditioned on a language
utterance and its dependency tree. It predicts absolute 2D
locations and 2D box sizes for objects and their 2D appear-
ance feature maps, warped in predicted locations, and neu-
rally decoded into an RGB image. We visualize our model’s
predictions in two ways: i) neural renders are obtained by
feeding the generated 3D assembled canvas to the 3D-to-
2D neural projection module of GRNNs, ii) Blender ren-
ders are renderings of Blender scenes that contain object 3D
meshes selected by small feature distance to the language
generated object 3D feature tensors, and arranged based on
the predicted 3D spatial offsets.
Our model re-samples an object location when they de-
tect the 3D intersection-over-union (IoU) computed from
the predicted 3D object boxes of the newly added object
with existing ones is higher than a cross-validated thresh-
old of 0.1. The model of Deng et al. Deng et al. (2018)
is trained to handle occluded objects. Notice though that it
generates weird configurations as the number of objects in-
crease. We tried imposing constraints of object placement
using 2D IoU threshold in our baseline, but ran into the
problem that we could not find plausible configurations for
strict IoU threshdolds, and we would obtain non-sensical
configurations for low Iou thresholds, we include the re-
sults in the supplementary file. Note that 2D IoU cannot
discriminate between physically plausible object occlusions
and physically implausible object intersection. Reasoning
about 3D object non intersection is indeed much easier in a
3D space.
More scene generation examples where predictions of
our model are decoded from multiple camera viewpoints,
more comparisons against the baseline and more details on
Blender rendering visualization are included in Sections 2
and 3 of the supplementary file. Please note that image gen-
eration is not the end-task for this work, rather, it is a
task to help learn the mapping from language to the 3D
space-aware abstract feature space. We opt for a model
that has reasoning capabilities over the generated entities, as
opposed to generating pixel-accurate images that we cannot
reason on.
4.2. Affordability inference of natural language ut-
terances
We test our model and baselines in their ability to clas-
sify language utterances as describing sensical or non-
sensical object configurations. We created a test set of 100
NL utterances, 50 of which are affordable, i.e., describe a
realizable object arrangement, e.g., “a red cube in front of
a blue cylinder and in front of a red sphere, the blue cylin-
der is in front of the red sphere.”, and 50 are unaffordable,
i.e., describe a non-realistic object arrangement, e.g., “a red
cube is behind a cyan sphere and in front of a red cylinder,
the cyan sphere is left behind the red cylinder”. In each
utterance, an object is mentioned multiple times. The ut-
terance is unaffordable when these mentions are contradic-
tory. Answering correctly requires spatial reasoning over
possible object configurations. Both our model and base-
lines have been trained only on plausible utterances and
scenes. We use our dataset only for evaluation. This
setup is similar to violation of expectation Riochet et al.
(2019): the model detects violations while it has only been
trained on plausible versions of the world.
Our model infers affordability of a language utterance
by generating the 3D feature map of the described scene, as
detailed in Section 3.2. When an object is mentioned multi-
ple times in an utterance, our model uses the first mention to
mAP ours RGB-D
Ren et al.
(2015)
RGB-D
ours RGB
Ren et al.
(2015)
RGB
2D 0.993 0.903 0.990 0.925
3D 0.973 - 0.969 -
Table 1: Mean average precision for category agnostic
region proposals. Our 3D RPN outperforms the 2D state-
of-the-art RPN of Faster R-CNN Ren et al. (2015).
add it in the 3D feature canvas, and uses that pairwise object
spatial classifier DS of Section 3.3 to infer if the predicted
configuration also satisfies the later constraints. If not, our
model re-samples object arrangements until a configuration
is found or a maximum number of samples is reached.
We compare our model against a baseline based on the
model of Deng et al. Deng et al. (2018). Similar to our
model, when an object is mentioned multiple times, we use
the first mention to add it in the 2D image canvas, and use
pairwise object spatial classifiers we train over 2D bounding
box spatial information—as opposed to 3D—to infer if the
predicted configuration also satisfies the later constraints.
Note that there are no previous works that attempt this lan-
guage affordability inference task, and our baseline essen-
tially performs similar operations as our model but in a 2D
image generation space.
We consider a sentence to be affordable if the spatial
classifier predicts a score above 0.5 for the later constraint.
Our model achieved an affordability classification accu-
racy of 95% while the baseline 79.3%. The result suggests
an improved ability to reason about affordable and non af-
fordable object configurations in 3D as opposed to 2D im-
age space.
4.3. Detecting spatial referential expressions
We use the same dataset and train/test split of scenes as in
the previous section. For each annotated scene, we consider
the first mentioned object as the one being referred to, that
needs to be detected. In this task, we compare our model
with a variant of the modular 2D referential object detector
of Hu et al. Hu et al. (2016) that also takes as input the
dependency parse tree of the expression. We train the object
appearance detector for the baseline same as for our model
using positive and negative examples but the inner product
is on 2D feature space as opposed to 3D. We also train a
pairwise spatial expression classifier to map width, height
and x,y coordinates of the two 2D bounding boxes and the
one-hot encoding of the spatial expression, e.g., “in front
of” to a score reflecting whether the two boxes respect the
corresponding arrangement. Note that our pairwise spatial
expression classifier use 3D box information instead which
helps it to generalize across camera placements.
Object 
Proposals
Detected 
object
query
Baseline 
Ours 
“find red metal cylinder to the left 
 behind of red rubber cylinder”
“find yellow metal sphere to the  
right behind of green rubber sphere ”
“find purple rubber cube to the 
left behind of green metal sphere”
Object 
Proposals
Detected 
object
Object 
Proposals
Detected 
object
input  
image
query “find sellotape to the right front 
of the plum” “find bowl to left front of strawberry ”
“find green apple to the right of 
pomegranate”
Ours 
Figure 5: Detecting referential spatial expressions. Given
a scene and a referential expression, our model localizes the
object being referred to in 3D, while our baseline in 2D.
Our referential detectors are upper bounded by the per-
formance of the Region Proposal Networks (RPNs) in 3D
for our model and in 2D for the baseline, since we compare
language-generated object feature tensors to object features
extracted from 2D and 3D bounding box proposals. We
compare RPN performance in Table 1. An object is success-
fully detected when the predicted box has an intersection
over union (IoU) at least 0.5 with the groundtruth bound-
ing box. For our model, we project the detected 3D boxes
to 2D and compute 2D mean average precision (mean AP).
Both our model and the baseline use a single RGB image
as input as well as a corresponding depth map, which our
model uses during the 2D-to-3D unprojection operation and
the 2D RPN concatenates with the RGB input image. Our
3D RPN that takes the GRNN map M as input better delin-
eates the objects under heavy occlusions than the 2D RPN
of faster-RCNN Ren et al. (2015).
We show quantitative results for referential expression
detection in Table 2 with groundtruth as well as RPN pre-
dicted boxes, and qualitative results in Figure 5. In the “in-
domain view” scenario, we test on camera viewpoints that
have been seen at training time, in the “out-domain view”
scenario, we test on novel camera viewpoints. An object
is detected successfully when the corresponding detected
bounding box has an IoU of 0.5 with the groundtruth box
(in 3D for our model and in 2D for the baseline). Our model
greatly outperforms the baseline for two reasons: a) it better
detects objects in the scene despite heavy occlusions, and,
b) even with groundtruth boxes, because the 3D represen-
tations of our model do not suffer from projection artifacts,
they better generalize across camera viewpoints and object
arrangements.
4.4. Manipulation instruction following
We use the PyBullet Physics simulator Coumans (2015)
with similar setup as our CLEVR scenes. We use a simu-
Ours
Hu
et al.
(2016)
Ours - GT
3D boxes Hu et al.
(2016) -
GT 2D
boxes
in-domain view 0.87 0.70 0.91 0.79
out-domain view 0.79 0.25 0.88 0.64
Table 2: F1-Score for detecting referential expressions.
Our model greatly outperforms the baseline with both
groundtruth and predicted region proposals, especially for
novel camera views.
lated KUKA robot arm as our robotic platform. We use a
cube and a bowl, using the same starting configuration for
each scene, where the cube is held by the robot right above
the bowl. We fix the end-effector to always point down-
wards, and we assume the object to be in robot’s hand at the
beginning of each episode.
We compare our model against the 2D generative base-
line of Deng et al. (2018) that generates object locations
in 2D, and thus supply costs of the form: C2D(xt) =
‖x2Dt − x2Dgoal‖22. We show in Table 3 success rates for
different spatial expressions, where we define success as
placing the object in the set of locations implied by the in-
struction. Goal locations provided in 2D do much worse
in guiding policy search than target object locations in
3D supplied by our model. This is because 2D distances
suffer from foreshortening and reflect planning distance
worse than 3D ones. This is not surprising: in fact, the
robotics control literature almost always considers desired
locations of objects to be achieved to be in 3D Kumar et al.
(2016); Levine et al. (2016). In our work, we link lan-
guage instructions with such 3D inference using inverse
graphics computer vision architectures for 2D to 3D lift-
ing in an implicit learnable 3D feature space. Videos of
the learnt language-conditioned placement policies can be
found here : https://sites.google.com/view/
embodiedlanguagegrounding/home
Language
Exp.
left left-
behind
left-
front
right right-
behind
right-
front
inside
Baseline 4/5 1/5 3/5 0/5 2/5 0/5 1/5
Ours 5/5 3/5 5/5 5/5 5/5 3/5 5/5
Table 3: Success rates for executing instructions regard-
ing object placement. Policies learnt using costs over 3D
configurations much outperform those learnt with costs over
2D configurations.
5. Discussion - Future Work
We proposed models that learn to think visually about
language meaning, by associating language utterances with
compositional 3D feature representations of the objects and
scenes the utterances describe, and exploiting the rich con-
strains of the 3D space for spatial reasoning. We showed
our model can effectively imagine object spatial configura-
tions conditioned on language utterances, can reason about
affordability of spatial arrangements, detect objects in them,
and train policies for following object placement instruc-
tions. We further showed our models generalizes to real
world data without real world examples of scenes annotated
with spatial descriptions, rather, only single category la-
bels. The language utterances we use are programmatically
generated Johnson et al. (2016). One way to extend our
framework to handle truly natural language is via paraphras-
ing such programmatically generated utterances Berant and
Liang (2014) to create paired examples of natural language
utterances and parse trees, then train a dependency parser
Weiss et al. (2015) to generate dependency parse trees as
input for our model using natural language as input. Going
beyond basic spatial arrangements would require learning
dynamics, physics and mechanics of the grounding 3D fea-
ture space. This, as well as handling natural language, are
clear avenues for future work.
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7. Model details: Language-conditioned 3D vi-
sual imagination
We train our stochastic generative networks using con-
ditional variational autoencoders. For the what generative
module, our inference network conditions on the word em-
beddings of the adjectives and the noun in the noun phrase,
as well as the 3D feature tensor obtained by cropping the
3D feature map M = GRNN(I) using the ground-truth 3D
bounding box of the object the noun phrase concerns. For
the where generative module, the corresponding inference
network conditions on one-hot encoding of the spatial ex-
pression, as well as the 3D relative spatial offset, available
from 3D object box annotations. Inference networks are
used only at training time. Our what and where decoders
take the posterior noise and predict 3D object appearance
feature tensors, and cross-object 3D spatial offsets, respec-
tively, for each object. We add predicted object feature
tensors at predicted 3D locations in a 3D feature canvas.
Our reconstruction losses ask the language-generated and
image-inferred 3D feature maps from GRNNs to be close
in feature distance, both in 3D and after 2D neural projec-
tion using the GRNN 3D-to-2D neural decoder, and the pre-
dicted cross-object 3D relative spatial offsets to be close to
the ground-truth cross-object 3D relative offsets.
8. Experimental details: Language condi-
tioned scene generation
We visualize our model’s predictions in two ways: i)
neurally rendered are obtained by feeding the generated
3D assembled canvas to the 3D-to-2D neural projection
module of GRNNs, ii) Blender rendered are renderings
of Blender scenes that contain object 3D meshes selected
by small feature distance to the language generated object
3D feature tensors, and arranged based on the predicted 3D
spatial offsets.
We consider a database of 300 object 3D meshes to
choose from. To get the object feature tensor for a candi-
date 3D object model, we render multi-view RGB-D data
of this object in Blender, and input them to the GRNN to
obtain the corresponding feature map, which we crop using
the groundtruth bounding box. Blender renders better con-
vey object appearance because the neurally rendered images
are blurry. Despite pixel images being blurry, our model
retrieves correct object meshes that match the language de-
scriptions.
9. Additional experiments
Scene generation conditioned on natural language In
Figure 6, we compare our model with the model of Deng et
al Deng et al. (2018) on language to scene generation with
utterances longer than those used during training time. We
show both neural and Blender rendering of scenes predicted
from our model. We remind the reader that a Blender ren-
dering is computed by using the cross-object relative 3D
offsets predicted by our model, and using the generated
object 3D feature tensors to retrieve the closest matching
meshes from a training set. Our training set is comprised of
100 objects with known 3D bounding boxes, and for each
we compute a 3D feature tensor by using the 2D-to-3D un-
projection module described above, and cropping the cor-
responding sub-tensor based on the 3D bounding box co-
ordinates of the object. Despite our neural rendering be-
ing blurry, we show the features of our generative networks
achieve correct nearest neighbor retrieval. The generation
results show our model can generalize to utterances that are
much longer than those in the training data. In Figure 7, we
show rendering results from our model on our real world
dataset.
One key feature of our model is that it generates a scene
as opposed to an independent static image. In Figure 8, we
show rendering images from the 3D feature tensor across
different viewpoints. The rendering images are consistent
across viewpoints. For a 2D baseline Deng et al. (2018), it
is unclear how we can obtain a set of images that not only
match with input sentence but also are consistent with each
others.
We show in Figures 9-10 more neural and Blender ren-
dering of scenes predicted from our model, conditioning on
parse trees of natural language utterances. In 11, we show
rendering results learned from our real world dataset.
Scene generation conditional on natural language and
visual context In Figures 12-14 we show examples of
scene generation from our model when conditioned on both
natural language and the visual context of the agent. In this
case, some objects mentioned in the natural language ut-
terance are present in the agent’s environment, and some
are not. Our model uses a 3D object detector to localize
objects in the scene, and the learnt 2D-to-3D unprojection
neural module to compute a 3D feature tensor for each, by
cropping the scene tensor around each object. Then, it com-
pares the object tensors generated from natural language to
those generated from the image, and if a feature distance
is below a threshold, it grounds the object reference in the
parse tree of the utterance to object present in the environ-
ment of the agent. If such binding occurs, as is the case for
the “green cube” in the top left example, then our model
uses the image-generated tensors of the binded objects, in-
stead of the natural language generated ones, to complete
the imagination. In this way, our model grounds natural
language to both perception and imagination.
Affordability inference based on 3D non-intersection
Objects do not intersect in 3D. Our model has a 3D fea-
ture generation space and can detect when this basic princi-
ple is violated. The baseline model of Deng et al. (2018)
directly generates 2D images described in the utterances
(conditioned on their parse tree) without an intermediate 3D
feature space. Thus, it performs such affordability checks
in 2D. However, in 2D, objects frequently occlude one an-
other, while they still correspond to an affordable scene.
In Figure 15, we show intersection over union scores com-
puted in 3D by our model and in 2D by the baseline. While
for our model such scores correlate with affordabilty of
the scene (e.g., the scenes in 1st, third, and forth columns
in the first row are clearly non-affordable as objects inter-
penetrate) the same score from the baseline is not an indi-
cator of affordability, e.g., the last column in the last row of
the figure can in fact be a perfectly valid scene, despite the
large IoU score.
Language-guided placement policy learning In Figure
16, we show the initial and final configurations of the
learned policy using different referential expression. The
robot can successfully place the object to the target loca-
tion given the referential expression. We also show in the
supplementary a video of a real robot executing the task.
10. Additional related work
The inspiring experiments of Glenberg and Robertson
Glenberg and Robertson (2000) in 1989 demonstrated that
humans can easily judge the plausibility —they called it
affordability—of natural language utterances, such as “he
used a newspaper to protect his face from the wind”, and
the implausibility of others, such as “he used a matchbox
to protect his face from the wind”. They suggest that hu-
mans associate words with actual objects in the environ-
ment or prototypes in their imagination that retain percep-
tual properties—how the objects look—and affordance in-
formation Gibson (1979)—how the objects can be used. A
natural language utterance is then understood through per-
ceptual and motor simulations of explicitly and implicitly
mentioned nouns and verbs, in some level of abstraction,
that encode such affordances. For example, the match-
box is too small to protect a human face from the wind,
while a newspaper is both liftable by a human and can ef-
fectively cover a face when held appropriately. This hy-
pothesis is currently better known as simulation semantics
Feldman and Narayanan (2004); Feldman (2006); Bergen
(2005, 2015) and has extensive empirical support: reaction
times for visual or motor operations are shorter when hu-
man subjects are shown a related sentence Glenberg and
Kaschak (2002); Bergen (2007), and MRI activity is in-
creased in the brain’s vision system or motor areas when hu-
man subjects are shown vision- or motor-related linguistic
concepts, respectively Aziz-Zadeh et al. (2008); M Willems
et al. (2009); Saygin et al. (2009). This paper proposes
an initial computational model for the simulation seman-
tics hypothesis for the language domain of object spatial
arrangements.
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Figure 6: Language to scene generation from our model (Row1, Row2) and the model of Deng et al Deng et al. (2018)
(Row 3, 4) for utterances longer than those encountered at training time. Both our model and the baseline are stochastic, and
we sample three generated scenes/images per utterance. (Row 1 and Row 2) shows neural and Blender rendering results from
our model. For the Blender rendering, we retrieve the closet 3D object mesh using the features of our generative networks,
and place the retrieved objects in the corresponding locations in Blender to render an image. (Row 3) shows image generation
results with no IoU constraint during sampling for the baseline. This means objects might go out of the field of view. (Row
4) shows result with high IoU constraint.
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Figure 7: Language to image generation on our real world data. We sample three different scenes for each natural language
utterances.
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Figure 8: Consistent scene generation . We render the generated 3D feature canvas from various viewpoints in the first row
using the neural GRNN decoder, and compare against the different viewpoint projected Blender rendered scenes. Indeed, our
model correctly predicts occlusions and visibilities of objects from various viewpoints, and can generalize across different
number of objects. 2D baselines do not have such imagination capability.
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Figure 9: Natural language conditioned neural and blender scene renderings generated by the proposed model. We
visualize each scene from two nearby views, a unique ability of our model, due to its 3-dimensional generation space.
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Figure 10: (Additional) Natural language conditioned neural and blender scene renderings generated by the proposed
model.
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Figure 11: (Additional) Natural language conditioned neural scene renderings generated by the proposed model over
our real world dataset.
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Figure 12: Neural and blender scene renderings generated by the proposed model, conditioned on natural language
and the visual scene. Our model uses a 3D object detector to localize objects in the scene, and the learnt 2D-to-3D unprojec-
tion neural module to compute a 3D feature tensor for each, by cropping accordingly the scene tensor. Then, it compares the
natural language conditioned generated object tensors to those obtained from the image, and grounds objects references in
the parse tree of the utterance to objects presents in the environment of the agent, if the feature distance is below a threshold.
If such binding occurs, as is the case for the “green cube” in top left, then, our model used the image-generated tensors of the
binded objects, instead of the natural language generated ones, to complete the imagination. In this way, our model grounds
natural language to both perception and imagination.
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Figure 13: (Additional) Neural and blender scene renderings generated by the proposed model, conditioned on natural
language and the visual scene.
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Figure 14: (Additional) Neural scene renderings generated by the proposed model, conditioned on natural language
and the visual scene from our real world dataset.
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Figure 15: Affordability prediction comparison of our model with the baseline work of Deng et al. (2018). In the
top 2 rows, we show the Neural and Blender renderings of our model. Since we reason about the scene in 3D, our model
allows checks for expression affordability by computing the 3D intersection-over-union (IoU) scores. In contrast, the bottom
row shows the baseline model which operates in 2D latent space and hence cannot differentiate between 2D occlusions and
overlapping objects in 3D.
Figure 16: Language-guided placement policy learning. We show the final configurations of the learned policy using
different referential expressions for the utterance ”Place red cube {referential expression} of green bowl.” Top: Initial robot
configuration with the goal position generated by our method indicated as a blue dot. Bottom: Final robot configuration. We
can see that the robot successfully places the cube with respect to the bowl according to the given referential expression.
